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Ideal DVD to iPod Converter is the most efficient and simplest DVD to iPod converter
software. It can convert DVD to iPod format and convert other video formats like
Avi/WMV/FLV/RMVB/RM formats to iPod format with high quality . This iPod converter
software is also suitable for dvd to iPhone/iPod touch and Apple TV. You may just choose the
corresponding profile to meet your need.

Supper fast ripping speed and keep up with the new copy-protection, Ideal DVD to iPod
converter enables you appreciate any DVD on your iPod.

Key features

Convert any DVD to iPod format, including copy-protected and all regions DVD. You
don't need any other DVD decrypters to run in the background.

Convert video files like avi/wmv/flv/rmvb/rm formats to iPod format. New function of
Ideal DVD to iPod Converter which can convert wmv to iPod format

Support multi-core processor. The ripping speed was improvedly greatly. New feature
of Ideal DVD to iPod Converter

Very easy to use, just by one click.

Support preview function. User can preview before ripping to check if you chose the
right title, audio track and subtitle.

Support splitting output video by DVD chapters.

Support ripping multiple titles of a DVD at one time.

Auto-keep original aspect ratio -- User can get the same aspect ratio as the original
DVD without setting anything.

Provide flexible output profiles -- User can customize video bitrate, audio bitrate and
resolution.

Supported both MPEG-4 and H.264 codec.

Compatible with iPod touch, iPhone & Apple TV.
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Jun 21, 2010, Version 2.5.2 is released. Support ripping the newest protected DVDs,
such as "Shutter Island", "Alice in wonderland" and "From Paris with love" etc.
Added two zoom methods: crop to 2.35:1 and Letterbox 16:9 to 4:3.
Added auto-update anti-copy protection files feature.
Support previewing and ripping forced subtitle.
Improved ripping process. Will first check if there's a fixed file on our sever before
converting protected DVDs.
Some minor fixes and improvements.

System Requirement

Windows XP/2000/2003/Vista/ Windows 7
512 MB of RAM
A DVD-ROM Drive
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